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Abstract
Merkle trees can be used for a variety of cryptographic purposes, including digital signatures and user authentication. We describe a technique for pseudorandomly generating the private values corresponding to
the leaves of a Merkle tree from a common seed. The technique allows for
secure user authentication with fewer hash function evaluations required
to generate the authentication data. Using the pseudorandomly-generated
private values is as secure as using randomly-generated private values provided that the hash function cannot be inverted.

A Merkle tree [Mer90] on a set of nodes V is a complete binary tree with 2H
leaves, along with a function Φ : V → {0, 1}k assigning values to each node of
the tree. For each interior node nparent with left and right child nodes nleft and
nright ,
Φ (nparent ) = h (Φ(nleft )||Φ(nright )) ,
where h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k is a cryptographic hash function and || denotes
string concatenation. For each leaf node leafi , the value Φ(leafi ) is
h (LEAF CALC(leafi ))
where LEAF CALC(leafi ) represents a call to an oracle to compute the private
value of the leaf node leafi . Once the output values of the oracle LEAF CALF
is fixed, the Φ values for all nodes in the tree are determined.
Merkle trees, when combined with cryptographic hash functions, can be
used for a variety of purposes, including digital signatures [DSS05] and user
authentication.
In user authentication, a user wishes to repeatedly authenticate herself with a
server. This can be accomplished by providing the server with the value Φ(nroot )
for the root of the Merkle tree. Each time the user wishes to authenticate to the
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Figure 1: Merkle tree on 4 leaves showing the authentication path for leaf1 .

server, the user reveals the value of LEAF CALC(leafi ) for the next leaf node i
of the tree, along with an authentication path of the remaining values of Φ from
the tree so that the server can construct and verify Φ(nroot ). The values in the
authentication path are defined as follows. Let nj,k denote the kth node from
the left at height j in the tree; so the left-most leaf node is n0,1 . Let Authj (i)
be the value of Φ on the node that is the sibling to the node at height j in the
path from leafi to the root. For example, Auth0 (i) = Φ(n0,i0 ) where leafi and
leafi0 are siblings. The authentication path for leafi is then
Auth(i) = (LEAF CALC(leafi ), Auth0 (i), Auth1 (i), . . . , Authh (i)) .
The authentication path can be verified by checking if the published root value,
Φ(nroot ), is equal to
h (. . . h (LEAF CALC(leafi )||Auth0 (i)) . . . ||AuthH−1 (i)) ,
where the order of concatenation is done correctly based on the structure of the
tree.
The process of generating authentication paths Auth(i) for subsequent leaves
is called Merkle tree traversal. Typically, the leaves are revealed in a predetermined order, for example from left to right, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2H . An asymptotically optimal algorithm for Merkle tree traversal was given by Szydlo [Szy04]
which requires 2H hash function evaluations for each authentication path revealed, along with O(1) calls to the oracle LEAF CALC. Szydlo’s algorithm
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allocates these 2H hash function evaluations on each iteration and guarantees
that each authentication path will be ready by the iteration it needs to be
revealed.
Suppose the LEAF CALC values for the leaf nodes are generated pseudorandomly from a secret seed value s using the same hash function h as in
the Merkle tree construction. If these values are generated left-to-right so that
LEAF CALC(leafi ) = hi+1 (s), where hc denotes the function h applied c times,
then any party that observes the authentication path revealed for a leaf node
leafj can construct values of LEAF CALF (leafk ) and the corresponding authentications paths for any k > j.
However, suppose the LEAF CALC values are generated pseudorandomly
from right-to-left, so
LEAF CALC(leafi ) = h2

H

−i

(s) .

For leaf nodes leafi that are left children of their parent nodes, the authentication value is
Auth0 (i) = h(LEAF CALC(leafi+1 ))
 H

= h h2 −(i+1) (s)
H

= h2 −i (s)
= LEAF CALC(leafi ) .
This allows us to save a hash function evaluation for half of the authentication
path calculations and also to shorten the authentication path.
Thus, for half of the authentication path calculations we need only 2H − 1
hash function evaluations, and for the remaining calculations we still need 2H
hash function evaluations. Overall, we need
1
(2H − 1) · 2H−1 + 2H · 2H−1 = (2H − ) · 2H
2
hash function evaluations instead of 2H · 2H .
A forger cannot generate an authentication path for leafi given authentication paths for leaf1 , . . . , leafi−1 without determining LEAF CALC(leafi ), and
determining this value requires inverting the hash function h.
This technique is useful for authentication when a user repeatedly proves
identity to the same party. However, it cannot be used in the various hash-based
digital signature schemes (e.g., [DSS05]). In the hash-based digital signatures
schemes, only a subset (corresponding to the message to be signed) of the bits
of LEAF CALC(leafi ) are revealed in the authentication path. If, as in our
technique above, Auth0 (i) = LEAF CALC(leafi ) for some nodes, all of the
bits of LEAF CALC(leafi ) are revealed in the authentication path and any
message can then be forged using the key from leafi . Moreover, for digital
signature schemes, the size of LEAF CALC(leafi ) must be considerably larger
than the output of the hash function.
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